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Section 1: Introduction
Public health research seeking to understand people’s health behaviours has traditionally focused on
the individual and his or her knowledge and practices. For example, does the individual understand
how a disease is transmitted? Does the person know how the disease can be prevented? While this
information is useful and informative, it may not provide the best explanation for the reasons why a
person adopts particular health behaviours. Literature examining reasons why recipients take drugs
offered during mass drug administration (MDA) for the elimination of lymphatic filariasis (LF) suggests
that few knowledge indicators explain recipients’ compliance with treatment. In fact, social factors,
such as personally knowing the drug distributor, being aware of the MDA before it occurs, or knowing
other people who have taken the LF drugs, have a strong influence on people’s decisions to comply
with treatment. Through shifting the focus from the individual to the individual’s experiences within
specific social contexts we have a better chance of understanding compliance and non-compliance
and hence identifying how best to intervene to improve compliance rates for different sections of the
population.
These guidelines outline the use of a novel tool and approach in public health research that places an
individual’s situated or contextualised experience at the core of the research. Instead of asking about
knowledge, this survey instrument asks individuals to recount their most recent experience with MDA
and then asks a series of questions about that narrative (or short story). In recent research in
Indonesia, this tool and methodology was shown to be highly informative in terms of understanding
reasons why people agreed to take the LF drugs and why they refused (Krentel et al., 2016). Although
this tool was developed and tested in the context of a LF elimination programme, it can be amended
to address MDA compliance for other neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) amenable to preventive
chemotherapy or other public health challenges.
The target audience for these guidelines is district level implementation agencies that are concerned
with achieving their targets for MDA. There may also be some use at a national level by teams
planning, monitoring, or evaluating MDA. Thus, these guidelines are intended for use during planning
for MDA and can be administered before or shortly after MDA. The further away in time the survey is
from the MDA, the more opportunities there are for new media coverage or conversations to
influence the representations that people have of the MDA and hence associated ways they will act
in the MDA. Thus the closer to the pending MDA, the more reliable the results will be for planning that
MDA.
We advocate for a narrative-based approach when addressing compliance with MDA because
narration or storytelling is the primary mode of human communication. Narration combines
description and explanation of personal experiences or the experiences of someone else in order to
understand or explain reactions and behaviours, or to help someone else do so. People tell each other
stories continuously: on the bus or at work, at social gatherings, or in discussions with close family
members. Narrative is also the natural way people think about, talk about and store memories of
experiences. Narrative is the mechanism by which people think of, make sense of, communicate, and
remember information. It is therefore an ideal data source to understand people’s experiences with
MDA, how people were mentally and physically oriented to their experiences, and their
interpretations of their MDA experiences. Hence, narrative provides a vitally important window to an
individual’s experience of being offered the LF drugs and of doing something with those drugs.
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The purpose of these guidelines is to introduce the following.
•

•
•

•
•
•

The concept of narratives and how they can be a valuable tool in understanding people’s
health behaviours in the context of NTD control and elimination as well as in other
programmes;
Why building partnerships for this research is so important and some of the key steps needed
to develop effective collaborative relationships;
The survey instrument used to collect these narratives, outlined in terms of its core
components as well as specific survey questions that can be customised to fit the local
context;
The process of analysing the quantitative and qualitative components of the questionnaire;
The dissemination plan; and
Additional resources

The use of narratives in public health research is new, and we expect that these guidelines may change
and adapt as researchers have more experiences with this methodology. We’d like to hear from you
if you have tried this methodology or the questionnaires in these guidelines. Please contact us through
the email addresses provided at the beginning of this document.

Section 2: Using narrative and micro-narrative
In this section, we will address the following questions.
•
•
•
•
•

Why do we advocate using a narrative approach?
What do narratives approaches give us?
What are the strengths and weaknesses of this approach?
Respondent interpreted narrative – what is it and why do we advocate its use?
What is core? What is customisable?

Section summary
1. People think, communicate, and remember things using narratives or short stories. Each
conversation between people is a series of inter-linked mini-narratives. To tell a story is to be
human.
2. People use narrative to make sense of the world, to understand what is going on, and to interpret
things. Talking helps people process information so that we understand and can apply it.
3. When we tell a story of an experience, we bring that experience to mind. Research has shown that
our bodies also prepare to re-enact that experience.
4. Given this is the natural way for people to make sense of, remember, and communicate their
experiences, it makes sense to use narrative as a primary mechanism to understand people’s
experiences of MDA. We have therefore designed our survey instruments to use narrative simply
and reliably.
5. One disadvantage of narrative is that a respondent’s story may seem unrelated to what we want
to know about, or the individual may tell a story about something that seems tangential to the
original question.
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6. Narrative can be complex to analyse.
7. We facilitate analysis by asking respondents to interpret their own narratives using simple
questions about the experiences they have just related. This approach simultaneously reduces the
ambiguity and makes analysis easier.
8. The narrative (no matter how long or short) of a situated experience is the core component of the
questionnaire. Questions to the respondent that relate to that narrated experience and the key
things we want to know about are core elements of the questionnaire.
Benefits of using a narrative approach?
People are naturally storytellers. We think in narrative form. We talk to others in narrative form and
research has shown that we store memories in narrative form as stories of events. Every time we
remember or recount an experience, we do so using stories of that experience.
What do narratives give us?
When we ask people to tell us of an experience, they bring elements of that experience into their
working memories. It is highly unlikely that storytellers will recount a moment-by-moment story of
the experience. Rather, they will highlight certain actions, people, feelings, or things and keep others
in the background. There are many possible synopsises of the experiences and the story may change
slightly depending on the social context of the conversation.
Narrating an experience brings that particular synopsis into working memory to make the story more
accessible and easier to remember. Research has shown that bodily functions are cued to re-enact the
events described (Barsalou, 2008). Thus narratives of direct experiences give access to a much broader
set of mental, physical, and emotional details than a few lines of text or talk received in casual
conversations. It may be useful to think of this effect as being analogous with conducting an internet
search: Typing the search terms into the search engine generates a series of results. Each preliminary
result includes a summary of the source so users can decide whether to click and read the whole article
or not. Users do not look at all the results (there are usually far too many for that). Users just look at
the most salient. If needed it is possible to follow any number of links to see more details. Often each
of these provides a number of opportunities for finding even more detail. So it is with narratives: They
provide first order, if selective, windows on experiences.
However, stories of an experience take on different versions depending on the circumstances of the
conversation (e.g., a job interview versus talking to friends over a meal). Social psychologists have
shown how important situational factors like time, place, what is going on, and who is there are in
determining the story versions that are told. For this reason, we advocate asking for very specifically
cued or prompted narratives. We need to situate people in a particular context (as far as possible)
and then ask them to relate their experience from that perspective. As with similar forms of research,
how the enumerator and the respondent interact can influence the outcome of the interview. How
the enumerator describes the interview process before it begins (what it is, why it will be helpful, for
whom it will be helpful, and what it will mean for the respondent) will potentially influence the story
that the respondent relates. Within this real context the enumerator will be asking respondents to
situate themselves in a past experience.
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For example: “Remember the last time you received drugs in an MDA in this area. Please tell us what
happened.” Returning to the analogy of an internet search, the phrasing of the search affects the
results generated, or depending on how users phrase the search they may get different results. Some
search engines tailor the results based on the internet users’ past internet behaviour. Similarly,
respondents will tailor the story they tell based on what they know or surmise about the enumerator
and the organisations involved in the research. There are two important things to remember from this
section: First, narratives are windows onto much broader and deeper narratives of experiences, and
secondly narratives are cued by the situation in which they are elicited. The narrative tools we suggest
using can be applied at any time in the MDA. There are advantages to its use as a coverage survey,
administered shortly after MDA, and there are also advantages to its use pre-MDA so that its insights
can be applied to the next round of drug distribution. Immediately prior to an MDA will tell delivery
teams most about what is likely to happen in the forthcoming MDA; immediately after an MDA will
tell them about what just happened.
What are the challenges of using a narrative approach?
The advantages of the narrative approach are outlined above. In this section, we focus on some of key
challenges and how these have been resolved.
Narratives are always embedded in a context. Without knowing the context, it can be difficult to make
sense of parts or even the whole narrative. A question such as “Did you get them?” makes sense if the
enumerator and respondent are both aware that distribution of anti-filarial drugs is the context of the
conversation. Without this specific context, the question could relate to anything (e.g., “Did you get
the children?” or “Did you get my messages?”). Context reduces ambiguity. In everyday conversation,
people deal with this sort of ambiguity all the time, but much of the contextual detail may be left out
of brief narratives of experiences recorded by the enumerator. The context may be taken as a given
in the interaction between the respondent and the enumerator, but the analyst who later needs to
make sense of the resulting narrative fragment may have difficulty identifying what was meant
because the context is missing. Traditional methods of narrative interpretation involve multiple
analysts interpreting the text (usually line by line) using agreed- upon coding frameworks, and crosschecking each of their results to see where they agree and where they do not so that adjustments can
be made. This approach can be time consuming and expensive.
We have taken a different path and used an approach advocated by David Snowden (Cognitive_Edge,
2010) and some of his colleagues. Respondents interpret their own narratives using questions built
into the instrument that ask about aspects of the experience described in the narrative. These
responses form a core component of the analyses of this narrative-based approach.
It is also possible to analyse the narratives themselves and combine analysis of the narratives with
analysis of respondents’ answers to questions about their experiences. We do not expand on these
approaches in these guidelines. Interested readers are encouraged to look at the literature cited on
page 8 in the section on where to go for additional support.
Respondent-interpreted narrative – what is it and why do we advocate its use?
We have just explained how, in the data collection approach we advocate, respondents interpret their
narratives using questions in the instrument. After asking respondents to tell us a story about an
experience they have had, we then ask them to interpret their story using a set of questions. For
example, we might ask them what they did with the anti-filarial drugs or where they were given the
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drugs. We might provide respondents with a question about something we believed was an important
influence on ingestion of the drugs (e.g. whether they felt that taking the drugs was good for their
health) and provide scales to which they could use to express how important they felt that influence
was to the outcome.
There are a range of these questions and scales that we have and could use. They are described more
fully in the sections on the instruments.
These meta-data (i.e., data about the story) can be analysed and provide a great deal of information
on respondets’ interpretations of their experiences without having to look at or analyse the narratives
themselves. We thus advocate their use as they provide a simple and easily analysable mechanism to
identify answers to key questions across a number of narratives. For example, we may want just a
simple answer from people as to a) whether or not they received the anti-filarial drugs in the last MDA;
and b) whether they took them. In recounting their experiences, people may not tell us whether or
not they took the drugs in an unambiguous way. So if we present them with a question then we can
analyse responses to that question across all responses in the survey to get percentages of
compliance.
A word of caution is warranted here: It is almost always best to analyse the narratives and coding
frameworks in combination. They comprise an integrated account of the experience. The narratives
provide the story as cued and told by respondents. The questions about the experience require
respondents to interpret their stories using scales we provide and which they have to first interpret.
We usually ask for the story first and then ask additional questions using the set of questions and
scales in the questionnaire instrument – so the final dataset is rather like a deepening story where
the later sections are responses to questions about the story. Sometimes in the analysis it is useful to
iterate between the story and question responses to get the full meaning of the response set.
What is core? What is customisable?
In the section on the instruments (Section 4: The survey instruments: Structure and logic), we present
a table of the questions in the recipient instrument and suggest what is core and what is customisable.
At the broadest level, the core or essential elements are a situated narrative and a set of questions
that seek greater clarification or detail on the narrative. The prompts used and the actual questions
asked are customisable. We have tested the versions we used in a number of field situations in
Indonesia so what we suggest using (the core elements) has been well tested.
For additional information
On the use of narrative, useful references may be the books by Bruner (1990), Clandinin and Connelly
(2000) and Czarniawska (2002).
On respondent-interpreted narrative: Unfortunately there is not a great deal of well-written material
available that describes the theory and use of respondent interpreted narrative. The Cognitive Edge
web site has some material, but it is not particularly clear (http://cognitiveedge.com/resources/concept-papers/). That said, their tool suite SenseMaker is a useful starting place
for data collection and some (although limited) analysis. We have developed a more detailed
description of the theory and methods (Lynam et al ref, forthcoming).
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For an in-depth case study and analysis with a full instrument available online, see Lynam and Fletcher
(2015). For a case study that analyses the narratives as well as the meta-data, see Lynam (2016).
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Section 3: Processes of engagement, of building partnerships, and of
working with the focal groups
Why is process important? What do we get from conducting good process? Why does good process
work? What makes for good process? How do we suggest achieving it? What is core? What is
customisable?
Section summary
1. Getting the process right helps to ensure a good outcome.
2. Good process creates partnerships where partners: a) own, understand, and take
responsibility for the results; b) appropriately trust the results and are willing and able to use
them; c) accept the results they co-created; and d) act on the results.
3. Good process works because:
a. Few people like being told by complete strangers what is wrong with, and how to fix,
what they are doing. By engaging people with good process, all participants become
more familiar with each other and jointly take ownership of what is wrong and how
to fix it;
b. By working together with the people directly involved in implementing a
programme, researchers can better understand the perspectives and experiences
these personnel have. If the research results in recommendations, this relationship
and understanding will help to promote any changes to the programme
implementation.
c. Through everyday experiences in their own contexts, people working in the field
develop a great deal of knowledge and insight into what is going on and why.
Through good engagement processes, one can harvest this knowledge and insight to
streamline the tools and procedures one uses and greatly improve the chances of
success.
4. Good process comprises ways of doing things and orientations that:
a. Create safe environments for all partners to participate fully, including maintaining
an openness to different views and experiences and an openness to acknowledging
and learning from error;
b. Incorporate different perspectives and experiences into diagnosing problems, as
well as designing and implementing solutions;
c. Seek to learn with rather than teach;
d. Include regularly checking in to make sure all partners understand and own what is
happening, what has been achieved and what still needs to happen;
e. Start from a common, shared understanding of what is going on and build from
there a common, shared understanding of how to achieve the desired outcomes.
5. Whilst the specific tools and procedures that are used in any one process are highly
customisable, the steps outlined in point 4 are core.
Getting the process right almost guarantees a good outcome
One of the challenges in supporting change in public health interventions that are underperforming is
to create an environment where everyone can objectively review and discuss what is working and
what is not working. This makes what we are calling ‘good process’. Through good process, MDA
implementation teams, community health workers, and community members develop familiarity with
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each other and come to trust each other. Familiarity and trust achieve two key things: firstly, they give
permission for each group to name and communicate what is going well and what is not going well.
Secondly, they create among the participants sensitivity and empathy towards others that enables
constructive criticism that does not result in polarising defensiveness. When each partner in an MDA
review process meaningfully shares in designing the processes of data collection and in making sense
of the data, his or her individual capacity to understand the data and what it means is enhanced.
Partners are thus better able to use the data to implement effective programme changes. Good
process enhances the capacity of participating individuals to effectively use what the process
produces.
When agencies implement good process, they create something positive that will likely endure even
if nothing works as planned. If team members understand what is happening because they have been
involved in each stage (through use of good processes), they are likely to be well prepared to respond
effectively to changing circumstances. Good process builds capacity whilst ensuring everyone who
needs to be involved feels involved and is able to make a contribution. Good process is empowering.
Good process creates trusting partnerships with ownership
Good process creates partnerships in which partners: a) own, understand, and take responsibility for
the results; b) appropriately trust the results and are willing and able to use them; c) accept the results
they co-created; and d) act on the results.
A good process gets people engaged. Ownership, understanding, and taking responsibility come from
people being fully engaged in the process of trying to solve a problem such as seeking to improve MDA
by improving the numbers of people receiving and taking the pills. A great deal of research has shown
that engaged people are better at performing their roles (Kahn, 1992; Saks & Gruman, 2014) as they
bring all of their mental, emotional, and behavioural selves to the performance of what they are doing
(Kahn, 1990).
High levels of engagement yield greatly improved outcomes for organisations and for individuals.
Organisations with engaged staff have better performance in all areas: client or customer satisfaction,
efficiency, productivity, turnover, and safety are all improved relative to organisations with poor levels
of staff engagement (Harter et al., 2002a; Harter et al., 2002b).
Individuals benefit from being highly engaged. Relative to individuals with low levels of engagement,
individuals who were highly engaged tend to be more innovative and more productive. Highly engaged
individuals are more likely to stay with an organisation, as well. They work more safely, create work
environments that enable others to work more effectively, and are more likely to be healthy.
Through being effectively engaged in a process, people can see what has been done and what that
produced. Owning, understanding, and taking responsibility for the outcomes of a process means that
people trust and feel comfortable with the process. Good process therefore creates transparency that
enables people to feel confident in what was done and what was produced.
Trust is a fundamentally important building block for the achievement of good outcomes. When
people trust a source, they trust what the source says and will be more inclined to act on that
information. Good process builds trust: individuals trust in themselves, trust of others involved in the
process, trust in what they are doing, and trust in what is achieved.
- 11 -

Designing survey instruments with stakeholders:
In developing the survey instruments used in this research, we started by facilitating a series of oneday workshops with key stakeholders. The workshops were designed to capture the knowledge,
beliefs, values, and experiences of the people responsible for delivering the anti-filarials during MDA.
Workshop objectives were as follows.
1) Identify key themes that underpin effective and ineffective delivery of LF drugs during MDA;
2) Identify key themes that underpin community members’ consents or refusals to accept the LF
drugs and to swallow the drugs;
3) Identify situations or contexts in which members of different social groups might feel most
comfortable honestly relating their experiences of delivering, receiving, or swallowing the MDA
drugs;
4) Identify some of the important socio-demographic attributes needed to differentiate subgroups
within the overall data set in relation to factors associated with receiving or swallowing the LF drugs
delivered during MDA; and
5) Engage with key stakeholders in the process of designing the data collection instrument so that
stakeholders become partners and co-owners of the data collection and ultimately the analysis and
use of the data.
A typical workshop agenda is shown in Appendix 1.
Within each workshop, we used a mixture of people telling their stories whilst others interpreted what
they heard; groups working at tables to identify factors associated with effective delivery and
compliance; role play or mini-theatrical performances; and facilitated discussions.
The key themes identified in these workshops were then synthesised and formed the basis of the
questions used by respondents to interpret their narratives as well as the prompts designed to elicit
narratives of experiences.

Good process works
Cultures around the world encourage walking in someone else’s shoes as a pre-requisite to judging or
seeking to change others. Helping people to change something they have been doing for some time
starts with being close enough to them to see the world through their eyes or from their perspectives.
Good process creates opportunities for close encounters of “walking in someone else’s shoes.” It is a
two-way process. For example, outsiders (such as evaluators, researchers, NGOs, and programme
staff) seeking to improve a district MDA get to know how their work is perceived by those who are
implementing MDA on the ground and district MDA implementers are also able to understand the
outsiders’ experiences as well.
Through everyday experiences, primary health care teams and community volunteers working in the
field develop a great deal of knowledge and insight into context specific explanations of what is going
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on and why. Through good engagement processes, this knowledge and insight can be harvested to
streamline the tools and procedures that will be developed and implemented. This should greatly
improve the chances of success. The harvesting of insight is again a two-way process: External teams
often have cross-context experiences with observations of different ways of achieving things or what
has worked and not worked elsewhere. Good process brings together these two vitally important
sources of knowledge (local contextual knowledge and knowledge of patterns across contexts) and
weaves them into a well-balanced mix best suited to achieve good outcomes in the local context.
Good process comprises ways of doing things and orientations
A consistent and key finding from research on engagement is the need for safe environments: spaces,
places, settings, or situations in which people feel safe from ridicule, shame, physical harm, or threat
of retribution. When people feel safe, they are more likely to engage. For example, when designing
the survey instruments to be used with these guidelines, we ran workshops comprising individuals
from different stakeholder groups and social positions. Understanding the importance of being
sensitive to local custom and culture and of using use methods that empower people to contribute,
we used processes of eliciting anonymous individual contributions to ensure that everyone could
safely contribute ideas, values, or information. For example, individuals wrote their responses on large
Post-It notes that the facilitator would then place on large sheets of paper for sorting and clustering.

Remember, this process exposes everyone to different views and experiences. The role of the
facilitator is critical as facilitators must maintain openness to different perspectives as well as
openness to acknowledging and learning from error.
Often the conventional thinking of the group stands in the way of finding solutions. It is important to
implement processes that incorporate different perspectives and experiences into diagnosing
problems, as well as designing and implementing solutions. Often dominant groups will forcefully
advocate a particular viewpoint, problem definition, or solution. These strong views can limit or
preclude exploration of alternatives or new ways at looking at or dealing with the problem, and can
alienate or disempower people with different views or experiences. At the same time, if problems are
- 13 -

arising in coverage or compliance, those in power must be informed and included in the problemsolving process. Good process enables these different perspectives to be heard and incorporated into
design and implementation when appropriate.
Powerful people or groups can have greater influence on outcomes. If an MDA is going well and
achieving its objectives, then it can be assumed that power is well directed. But if there are problems
arising in coverage or compliance, then those who have most powerfully influenced the MDA neeed
to examine what is going wrong and how and that they could change to improve the outcomes. When
these problems occur, good process can mediate the effects that powerful individuals or groups have
and help to bring different perspectives to bear on solving the problem. If all parties accept
responsibility for challenges and problems, collectively seek to understand the causes of problems,
and discuss courses of action for improvement in an open and transparent manner, then outcomes
will be more representative of the whole group.
In our process we encourage an approach that seeks to learn with rather than to teach. A teaching
orientation implies one groups knows and the other group does not. This perspective can reinforce
existing power divides. If all are learning, then all are made more equal. Power is an important issue
that is far broader and more complex than can be addressed in these guidelines. We do not suggest
good process as a panacea for the failings of powerful groups or individuals. Rather we suggest good
process works with power to achieve better outcomes.

Using role plays to identify key themes associated with effective delivery or compliance
To aid in identifying themes associated with effective delivery or with compliance, we used
role plays or brief (ca. 3 minute) mini-theatrical performances by workshop participants to get
stakeholder groups to look at delivery of anti-filarials and what then happens to the drugs from
different perspectives.
We broke workshop participants into groups (it is often useful to have powerful people or
leaders in one group; otherwise they can dominate whatever group they are in) and asked
them to prepare and then perform a mini-theatrical presentation or role play that highlighted
key experiences they had had with delivery or what happened with the drugs after delivery.
Whilst each group presented their mini-theatre, everyone else was asked to identify themes
that were written on Post-It notes and passed to the facilitator who stuck them on large sheets
of paper for all to see. These mini-theatrical performances also served to bring into memory
experiences that individuals had and to get them to identify factors associated with those
experiences that could then inform the development of the questionnaire instruments.
Facilitated discussion of these mini-theatrical experiences served to validate the identified
themes as well as to add additional detail to them.
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Good process extends through the life of a project and into every corner of a project. We should not
think that a bit of good process at the start will make everything alright. Whilst it may be true that
almost any good process is better than none, we need to be careful to ensure consistently good
process throughout the process. A part of this consistency check is to check in regularly with
participants in a process to make sure all partners understand and own what is happening, what
has been achieved, and what still needs to happen. Good process ensures that all partners are fully
engaged and carried through the entire process; no-one is lost on the way.
Often different groups will have different perspectives on what occurs within an MDA, the problems
encountered and what to do about them. They may also know what has worked in the past and what
has not been tried. Answers explaining poor MDA participation will differ depending on who is asked.
For example, in the instrument targeted at recipients, we have a question on why people did not take
the drugs (if they said they did not take them). Respondents could select as many as they liked from
the 16 options we gave them (and they could create their own option using “Other”). There cannot
be one single correct answer as to why recipients did not take the drugs. It is important for facilitators
and readers/users of these guidelines to acknowledge and accept these different perspectives. Most
often in complex MDA situations, there may not be one true and correct answer as to why coverage
or compliance were not at required rates. One of the important uses of the tools we have developed
is that it can diagnose what is going on: not only from the perspective of MDA drug recipients, but also
from the deliverers. Designing a data collection process together and then jointly analysing the results
all help to create a common and shared understanding of what is going on. From there, good process
builds a common, shared understanding of what to do to achieve the desired outcomes.
What is customisable and what is core?
Whilst the specific tools and procedures that are used in any one process are highly customisable the
steps outlined in point 4 of the section summary are core.
1. MDA planning and implementation teams that intend to use the approach outlined in these
guidelines need to be sensitive and empathetic to differences in local custom, culture,
experiences, and views and create safe spaces or situations in which all participants can
meaningfully contribute;
2. Readers/users of the guidelines need to incorporate and build on different perspectives in
diagnosing problems and designing solutions;
3. With great sensitivity and dexterity, users of the guidelines need to work with the strengths
and weaknesses power brings to our processes;
4. The process needs to ensure that all are on board with stated goals and feel involved in the
process. We advocate seeking to keep everyone moving along together from the beginning to
the end of the process journey as much as possible. This means checking in regularly and if
necessary slowing the process to allow stragglers to catch up;
5. Whilst different perspectives and values are deemed a healthy part of any social process, it is
important that everyone is intent on moving or pulling in the same direction. This does not
mean that everyone has to do exactly the same thing – far from it. It means that there is a
shared and common understanding of the goals, the problems, and the identified solutions
that supports participants in their different roles.
For additional information on engagement and process we suggest the following:
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WHO the Special Programme for Research and Training in Tropical Diseases ToolKit for
Implementation Research: http://www.who.int/tdr/publications/topics/ir-toolkit/en/
On group facilitation processes:
http://www.virginia.edu/processsimplification/resources/Facilitator.pdf
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/leadership/group-facilitation
http://oqi.wisc.edu/resourcelibrary/uploads/resources/Facilitator%20Tool%20Kit.pdf
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Section 4: The survey instruments: Structure and logic
The instruments that we have developed, tested, and used in the field were designed in order to
maximise the quality of the information they would generate. In this section, we outline the
instruments, highlight the logic of the layout of sections and questions, and identify what is seen as
core and what is customisable. We also identify additional sources of information. Examples of the
instruments we used are provided in Appendices 2 and 3.
Section summary
1. The instruments were designed to capture narratives (narrative fragments) of people’s
direct experiences with the last MDA in which they participated. Direct experience is seen as
the best source of information on what happens during an MDA from the perspectives both
of those being asked to take the drugs and those being asked to deliver the drugs.
2. Following the capture of narratives, the instrument seeks to have respondents interpret the
experience they related using a series of simple questions. The answers to these questions
enable analysts to make sense of people’s direct experiences of the MDA from the
perspective of the respondent.
3. The instruments are an integrated mixed methods tool with the narrative forming the
QUALITATIVE component and the interpretive questions providing the QUANTITATIVE
component.
4. The questions respondents used to interpret their experience focus on FIVE things:
a. The experience of receiving the LF drugs, particularly what happened to the drugs
after they received them;
b. The people in the story and their interactions;
c. The situation in which the events took place (i.e., where and when);
d. The characteristics of the drugs themselves; and
e. The respondent’s mental and emotional orientations to the events, people, and
things associated with the MDA.
5. In addition to the above, the instrument also included some general research questions
about knowledge, attitudes, and expectations.
6. The instruments included questions to capture basic socio-demographic variables of the
respondent (e.g. age, gender, location).
7. Two instruments were typically applied in a survey situation: one targeted at individuals in
the health system with responsibilities for delivering the MDA, and one targeted at
recipients of the drugs. The logic and structure of the instruments is similar, although the
actual questions used in each differ. These guidelines focus on the recipient instrument.
Instrument overview
The instruments typically have five sections. In Figure 1, Section 1 comprises interview identifiers and
an informed consent form; Section 2 comprises socio-demographic questions; Section 3 comprises
questions (and one possible narrative) on receipt of the drugs; Section 4 comprises questions on what
the respondent did with the drugs (including a narrative); and Section 5 comprises general research
questions.
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Figure 1. Instrument layout with sections and question blocks. Orange question block (Section 2) comprises sociodemographic questions. Section 3 comprises questions related to receipt of the drugs. Mauve boxes (Q9 and Q12) are
narrative questions. Yellow box reflects questions that enable respondents to interpret their Q12 narrative. Section 1:
front piece questions; Section 2: Socio-demographic; Section 3: Receipt of drugs; Section 4: What did with the drugs;
Section 5: General questions.

Capturing narratives
The underlying logic of the narrative approach is that direct personal experience is the best source of
information to understand what happens during an MDA. The instrument design does not assume
that everyone experiences the MDA in the same way; it seeks to capture different perspectives and
experiences. These different perspectives are seen as the most reliable source of information to
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identify particular groups that are not receiving or not taking the drugs and, importantly, to identify
factors associated with non-receipt or non-compliance that would then inform health systems teams
to change their delivery procedures so as to achieve target levels (or greater) of drug receipt and
ingestion.
Capturing the narrative can be done in different ways. In the experience discussed in this research,
the enumerator wrote the recounted story word for word, and then repeated it to the respondent to
ensure the story was captured accurately. Other methods for capturing respondedents’ narratives
include asking them to record their stories using a digital recorder, or asking them to write their own
accounts.
It is normal for people to discuss with others or overhear conversations about events. These direct or
overheard conversations together with media reports are often incorporated into the respondents’
own narratives and quite literally become part of their experience. Surely, you might argue, their
stories are not accurate representations of what happened and, therefore, may not be very useful
since they have been modified or tainted by the influence of others’ experiences. This is an important
point, but research from social and cognitive psychology clearly demonstrates the way in which people
construct, understand, or make sense of phenomena matter most when it comes to influencing what
they do when they next encounter an MDA situation.
In Indonesia in 2009, there were widespread reports of “people” dying after taking ant-filarial tablets.
Although later shown to be one individual who died of an unrelated illness, this reporting was a
common element in people’s narratives of MDA when we did our research several years later.
Someone who recounts a positive MDA experience may, for example, be more likely and willing to
receive and take the drugs in future MDAs compared to someone who relates a negative MDA
experience. The logic of the narrative approach is that the collection of recountings best reflect how
members of a community have made sense of the MDA, and how they have made sense of the MDA
provides vitally important clues as to how health delivery teams can alter their MDA delivery
mechanisms to ensure that both those with positive and negative recountings receive and take the
anti-filarial tablets.
Respondent interpretations ensure their perspectives are captured
In general, people experience things in different ways; two people will likely give different accounts
of the same events. Think about asking students about their experience participating in a lecture. One
student sitting on the front row may recount that this was the best lecture on public health she has
heard in her university career thus far. Another student sitting by the door, constantly interrupted by
late students, may report finding the lecture hard to follow and boring. Narratives about the same
lecture may reflect as many experiences as there are students in the room. All of these experiences
are real and true, no matter how much they differ from each other.
As seen in this example, individuals interpret or make sense of events or objects in different ways.
There are, thus, as many experiences of an MDA as there are people involved: the health teams
involved in drug delivery or supporting the community through the MDA process, or the community
members themselves. Each individual will have a different experience and will uniquely interpret his
or her experience. One need only read over some of the narrative fragments drawn from the surveys
we have conducted to see this.
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Examples from narrative fragments in two research sites in Indonesia
“At the time, there was awareness. After awareness, the drug was brought to the house and given to
my wife. So my wife gave me the drugs, but I did not take them.”
“The date was 28 December 2014, but I didn’t take [the drugs] because I was afraid. From the
neighbourhood, the drug was distributed house to house. I was also told that if you are sick, you
shouldn’t take it. In my case, I have Hepatitis A, I am afraid that the drugs will interact and make my
illness more severe.”
“The drugs were brought by the cadre who came to my house during the day and dropped the drugs
on my kitchen table. At night we should take the pills all at once, my husband too, before going to
sleep.”
“I want to pick up the LF drugs because I want to take them. I am afraid to get LF disease. I picked up
the drugs at the health post and I took them right away at the health post because the cadre suggested
it because we had already eaten breakfast. After that I picked up the drugs for my husband and
children.”
The interpretive questions that follow the narrative provide a framework for respondents to interpret
their personal experiences using a standard set of questions. The answers to these questions enable
the analysts to identify patterns in the multiple experiences that occur in any MDA. Using various
statistical procedures, users of these guidelines can analyse these responses (and analyse the
narratives themselves) to identify consistent patterns that will then inform health systems teams as
to what is going on for people receiving the drugs. This provides a reliable evidence base for health
systems teams to change what they do to improve receipt or ingestion outcomes.
Mixing QUALITATIVE and QUANTITATIVE results
The instrument employs a fully integrated mixed methods approach to data collection, with the
QUALITATVE narrative section and QUANTITATIVE structured questions about the narrative. Mixed
methods approaches are believed to be highly effective in gathering useful information in complex
social situations (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010).
Linking qualitative and quantitative data collection methods expands and deepens the options
available to understand what is being examined. Mixed methods approaches therefore present health
teams with broader and richer information with which to identify plausible interventions to make an
MDA better. The approach that we have developed and fully tested in the instruments described here
are more fully integrated than conventional mixed methods approaches, which often separate the
qualitative and quantitative data collection components. In the approach described in these
guidelines, the qualitative (narrative) provides a bridge to the memory of the experience, which is
then directly interpreted by the respondent using the interpretive questions (quantitative elements).
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General research questions and socio-demographic questions
In addition to the core elements of the instruments, we have also included more general questions
that are not directly linked to the experience. Often, these take the form of questions related to
knowledge (e.g., how is LF transmitted) or attitudes. With the use of this methodology, we suggest
keeping these questions to a minimum. One of the key elements to the narrative design is keeping the
instruments short and simple to fill in.
In addition to the general research questions, the instruments capture socio-demographic variables
(age, gender, employment, education, length of residence in the area, and household annual income)
that enable analysts to examine associations among these socio-demographic factors and receipt or
ingestion of the drugs.
Distributor and recipient instruments
We would recommend when studying a health care intervention, like mass drug administration for LF
elimination, that the research team implement both recipient and delivery system surveys
simultaneously. In this way, we are able to gather data both from the delivery system perspective, as
well as from the recipient perspective. This dual method has the potential to be highly informative to
senior leaders in the delivery system. The recipient instrument focuses on receipt of the drugs and
what happened to the drugs after receipt, whilst the delivery instrument focuses on the experiences
deliverers had whilst delivering drugs.
What is core? What is customisable?
For the most part, we suggest that the flow and layout of the instrument should be kept as it is with
one customisable element: In some cultures having the socio-demographic questions at the front of
the questionnaire serves as an introductory section, whilst in others it is acceptable to include these
questions at the end. It is our preference that these questions follow at the end of the survey, so as to
minimise any effect they may have on the respondents’ answers.
We would like to stress that the narrative question must come before any LF knowledge or processrelated questions (Section 3) and compliance (Section 4) questions as these could cue people to
respond in particular ways to the narrative questions and, hence, what follows.
The core and customisable questions for the recipient instrument are described in the following table
(Table 1). By “Core,” we mean these questions should be in the instrument and, as far as possible (with
a few exceptions that are noted in the Table such as the emotions), these questions should not be
modified. By “Custom,” we identify questions that could be left out or modified as is appropriate in
the specific circumstances in which the instrument is being applied. Please refer to Appendices 2 and
3 for the complete questionnaires.
Table 1. Core and customisable questions for the recipient instrument.

Thematic Core or
section Custom
(Fig 1)
1
Core

Questions

Response

Interviewer
identifiers
• ID numbers
• Date of interview
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Comment

This section is core, as it
provides useful data
from which to
understand how the
survey was conducted

•
•
•

and if there are any
effects of location /
health centre on MDA
participation.

Location of
interview
Health centre
name
Interview notes

1

Core

Informed consent

Yes / No

Must have consent from
the individual prior to
starting the interview.
Each of these variables
has been associated with
compliance with LF
drugs. In addition, they
provide evidence of the
representativeness of
the sample with the
reference population.

2

Core

3

Core

3

Core

3

Custom

Sociodemographic
questions:
• Age
• Sex
• Employment
• Education
• Length of stay
• Income
Have you ever
received the LF drug
in the MDA?
Did you know there
was a mass
distribution of LF
drugs in this area?
Can you tell me why
you did not receive
the LF drug during
the last MDA?

Yes/No

Separates the systematic
non-compliers (SNC)
from the sample.
Provides evidence of
awareness of MDA prior
to distribution, a key
predictor of compliance.
Asking for a narrative
here will depend on the
location and context of
the research. If reported
coverage is good, but
people are not taking the
pills, then this question
may not be necessary. If
there are many SNC,
then we recommend
including this question.
This list included the
primary reasons
expressed in the
literature and can be
amended to local
context.
Establishes the recall of
the person who will
recount the narrative in
the next question.
This is the prompting
question that will elicit
the respondent’s
experience with MDA.

3

Custom

Why didn’t you
receive MDA drugs
this year?

List of possible
reasons

3

Core

Range of timing <6
months – more
than 2 years ago

4

Core

When was the last
time you were
offered the LF drug
during MDA?
The last time you
received the LF drug,
can you please tell
me about it? What
did you do with the

Yes/No

Narrative

Narrative
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4

Core

4

Core

4

Custom

4

LF drug after you
received it?
Which of the
following statements
described what you
did with these drugs?

Range of took them
all at once  did
not take them at all

Which of the
following statements
describes any side
effects you had?
What did you feel like
after you took the LF
drug?

None, mild,
moderate, severe

Core

If in the story you do
not take the LF drugs
you were given, what
was the reason?

Range of reasons
from pregnant to
forgot to forbidden
by family

4

Core

CDD, health staff,
leaders, family, or
friends

4

Core

4

Core

Who had the biggest
influence on your
decision to take or
not to take the LF
drugs?
Did you influence
other people to take
or not to take the LF
drug?
Where were you
when you received
the LF drug?

4

Core

Do you know the
reason you received
the LF drug?

4

Core

Who gave you the LF
drug in your story?

Range of symptoms

Yes / No / Can’t
remember

In areas where directly
observed treatment
(DOT) is not enforced,
demonstrates that drug
receipt does not equal
drug ingestion.
Generally describes any
side effects related as a
result of the experience
described.
This question could be
removed depending on
the level of information
required about the
population.
This question is
important as it describes
why respondents did not
take the pills as reported
in their stories. They may
not explicitly say, “I did
not take the drugs
because I was ill,” so this
interpretation is needed.
Interprets the people
involved in the story.

This question elicits
some evidence of the
social interactions that
occur during MDA.
Range from home,
Part of the important
school to health
contextual questions
post, and don’t
that better describes the
remember
story recounted by the
respondent.
Yes/ No
Provides evidence of the
story context – e.g., did
the respondent receive
any information prior to
drug receipt.
CDD, family
Provides detail in the
member/neighbour, story context – e.g., who
health staff, or
was the distributor.
community leader
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4

Core

Describe the person
who gave you the LF
drugs.
Describe the attitude
of the person who
gave you the LF
drugs.
Before the drug
distribution took
place, were you:
Which of the
following best
describes how you
felt when you
received the LF drugs
in your story?
Rate importance of
three factors in your
decision to take the
LF drugs

Someone I know,
trust, respect

4

Core

4

Core

4

Core

4

Core

4

Core

Rate importance of
three factors in your
decision to take the
LF drugs

1) Risk of getting LF;
2) Improving health;
3) Possibility of side
effects

4

Core

Rate importance of
three factors in your
decision to take the
LF drugs

1) Common good;
2) Because
everyone is doing it;
3) Because I was
forced / ordered to

4

Core

1) Number of pills;
2) Taste of the pills;
3) Packaging

4

Core

Which of the three
themes is most
important in your
decision to take the
LF drugs?
Opinion about LF
drugs

4

Core

Opinion about LF
drugs

Range from doesn’t
care at all to very
caring
Aware of the MDA;
not aware of the
MDA
Happy, Afraid,
Normal, or Neutral

1) Time of the drug
distribution; 2)
Place where drugs
were distributed; 3)
Who gave the drugs

Range from not
important for my
health to very
important for my
health
Range from very
dangerous to very
safe
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Interprets the identity of
the person in the story
who gave the drug.
Interprets the actions of
the person in the story
who gave the drug.
Key predictor of
compliance.
Gives an indication of the
state of emotion when
the person received the
drugs. Needs to be
amended to culturally
appropriate terms.
Asking the respondents
to interpret these three
factors will provide
insight into which had
the greatest contributing
role to the decision they
made in the story.
Asking the respondents
to interpret these three
factors will provide
insight into what had the
greatest contributing
role to the decision they
made in the story.
Asking the respondents
to interpret these three
factors will provide
insight into what had the
greatest contributing
role to the decision they
made in the story; elicits
social norms.
Provides understanding
about the LF drug
characteristics.

Elicits perception about
the pills.

Elicits perception about
the pills.

5

Core

How many times
have you taken the LF
drugs?

Never taken them
 more than 5
times

5

Core

Why have you never
taken the LF drugs?

Range of responses

5

Core

Yes/ No/ Don’t
know

5

Core

5

Custom

Do you know if
anyone else in your
household has ever
taken the LF drugs?
Which of the
following statements
is true about your
community?
How important is
your role in making
the LF elimination
program successful?

5

Core

5

Custom

If you receive the LF
drugs next year, will
you take it?
From whom did you
receive information
about the MDA for
LF?

Range from don’t
want to take it 
yes will take it
Range of individuals
involved with MDA

5

Custom

From what media did
you receive
information about
MDA for LF?

Multiple choices
possible

5

Core

Range of choices

5

Custom

What is your opinion
about the media
related to MDA for
LF?
Have you ever seen a
PSA about LF on the
television?

Range from
everyone took the
LF drugs  no one
took the LF drugs
Range from not
important  very
important

Two options
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Provides analysis with
the explanation of why
some people are never
compliers (SNC) and
others are repeat
compliers.
Provides analysis with
the explanation of why
some people are never
compliers (SNC).
Important effect of social
norms of drug taking
behaviour in the
household.
Important effect of social
norms of drug taking
behaviour in the
community.
Provides insight into the
respondent’s knowledge
of the need for
community compliance
in order to elimination
LF.
Indication of future
compliance.
Gives indication of who
people receive
information from about
LF. Should be customised
to the people involved in
MDA locally.
Gives indication of what
media people have
access to. Should be
customised to the media
used in the local /
national programme.
Provides an analysis of
how people interpret the
media they are exposed
to about LF.
Should only be used in
those areas where PSA
have been aired. Can
provide M&E of that
media campaign and give
the ability to test
associations with
coverage/compliance.

5

Custom

In your opinion, what
is the primary case of
LF?
In your opinion, how
is LF transmitted?

Range of
possibilities

5

Custom

5

Core

Can LF be prevented?

Y/N/Don’t know

5

Core

Is there anyone in
your family or
neighbour who has
LF?

Yes/No

Range of
possibilities

Can be customised to the
local beliefs in the area
under study.
Can be customised to the
local beliefs in the area
under study.
Understanding of
prevention will help to
tailor socialisation
activities.
Provides an indication of
possible perceived risk.

Section 5: Preparing for data collection, implementing the surveys, and
collecting the data.
Section summary
1. Before beginning data collection, clearly identify what is already known by key stakeholders
in the context in which surveys are to be conducted;
2. The sampling frame and strategy research teams employ may have important implications
for the reliability, acceptance, and comparability of your results. We suggest using a cluster
sampling approach using the Expanded Program on Immunization (EPI) framework for
recipient surveys;
3. Data cleaning following data entry is an important step to ensure the data are correct and
can reliably inform stakeholders as to what is going on in their situations;
4. Make sure to adequately train all enumerators in the use of a narrative survey instrument
before collecting responses.
Before you begin
Before starting research using the data collection instrument, it is good to start with an understanding
of what is already known in the local context. This will be achieved through the stakeholders’
meetings. At this time, implementation teams/users of the guidelines may choose to amend the
research tool to include any new concepts into the questionnaire that were learned during the
stakeholder consultations. The processes discussed in Section 3 on processes for building partnerships
will be useful in these stakeholder consultations.
After the questionnaire is finalised and before beginning research, it is always important to test the
instrument to ensure that the questions and answers make sense to the populations being
interviewed. This can be done with a small selection of similar individuals who live close to, but outside
of, the research zone. The process of testing is simple. After administering the questionnaire to an
individual, ask him or her about the questions in the survey: the ones that worked and the ones that
were not clear, and where the language needs refinement. Following the testing period, the
questionnaire should be refined based on feedback and comments received. Note that it may take
several iterations of this testing process to produce a reliable instrument.
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Sampling frame in the community
When designing a survey, it is important to decide how to select individuals to participate in your
survey. The most rigorous survey sampling frames operate under the requirement that everyone living
in an area has the same probability of selection.
With a narrative survey, we recommend using a population proportionate sampling frame based on
the Expanded Programme for Immunization (EPI). This sampling methodology is used globally to
assess programmatic coverage and can be applied to many different public health surveys. It is simple
to use and is widely understood by staff at the programme level.
In Indonesia, we used for each district a sample size based on the EPI framework. With a cluster size
of seven, we sampled 58 clusters, with a total sample size of 406 individuals within the research
location (District). Henderson and Sundaresan (1982) recommend a minimum of 30 clusters to ensure
the mean binomial proportion for each cluster was normally distributed and thereafter use of
analytical approaches that assume normally distributed variables would be appropriate.
It is suggested to use the household as the basic sampling unit, rather than the individual. Respondents
can be chosen according to the EPI method through randomisation at the village level by throwing a
pen and walking in the direction of the first house. From that house, enumerators continue walking
to the next house in that same direction until they have reached the 7 households in their cluster.
When planning a survey, think about the population’s daily patterns – when are people at work, in the
fields, on holidays, in school – as this can affect the sample of community members that could be
interviewed. If you reach people in the daytime, it is likely that your sample will overrepresent
particular groups – such as women and elderly people – because others – such as those away working
– will be outside of the home during these hours. With all research, there is a balance between rigour
and practicality (or what is feasible given the circumstances). If it is unsafe to conduct the survey in
the early evening, then consider doing the survey on the weekends when people can be reached.
Sampling frame for NTD drug deliverers
To collect information from drug deliverers in our research process, we used a purposive sampling
approach to ensure that we had a range of different levels of health staff and NTD volunteers in our
sample. In the survey planning, you will want to ensure that you are including drug deliverers working
in the same clusters where you will have community interviews to make sure you can compare the
perceptions and experiences of the drug deliverers with those of the members of the communities
they serve.
Data entry, checking, and cleaning
The data entry and cleaning processes used will depend on the format used (tablet or paper versions)
to collect the data. When using paper versions entered into a statistical programme like Epi-Info, you
need to ensure that there is a process to check that there are no data entry errors. This can be done
by entering the data twice and validating the two datasets or by verifying that a percentage of the
questionnaires was entered correctly.
After you have a complete dataset, you will need to do some descriptive analysis to look for any errors
– for example, if your age range is 18-70 years, you should not have someone aged 13 in your dataset.
Is this an entry error? Once the data cleaning and checking is done, you can begin your analysis.
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Dealing with narrative responses
Narrative responses will be recorded either by writing or voice recording, depending on context. In
order to prepare this data for analysis, it is suggested to enter each narrative into an Excel file, ensuring
that cross-linking information (e.g., sex, age, village, and the ID number) is also included in the Excel
file so that the information in the narrative can be related back to the specific questionniare. From the
Excel file, the data can be analysed or exported to a qualitative analysis package.

Section 6: Making sense of the data
In preparing the materials for this section of the guidelines, we assume a reasonable degree of
statistical ability on the part of the reader. In addition, there are many different ways of analysing data
with different theoretical and empirical orientations. In order to encompass all levels of expertise as
well as scientific orientation, this section will offer broad-brush analytical suggestions. For those
wanting more detail, we suggest references for supporting materials.
The narrative approach we advocate produces rich data that permits quantitative, qualitative, or
mixed methods of analysis. In this section, we introduce readers to some of the methods we used.
Section summary
1. The narrative data collection instrument is oriented to bringing into the respondents’
working memory their most recent experience with MDA. The data is therefore largely
associated with a direct experience. Only a small subset of the data is in the form of more
traditional knowledge, opinions, or attitudes.
2. The dataset provides four important outcome variables that are key to the analysis. All
relate to the narrated experience and whether the respondent:
a. Received anti-filarials in the last MDA (Received last);
b. Had ever received anti-filarials in an MDA (Ever received);
c. Took the anti-filarials in the last MDA (Took last); and
d. Had ever taken the anti-filarials in an MDA (Ever took).
3. In addition, the dataset provides a deep and rich array of explanatory variables that can be
used to identify cognitive, emotional, activity, social, or contextual factors to aid in
explaining the state of outcome variables.
4. Mixing qualitative (e.g., narrative quotes) with quantitative (e.g., tables, figures, or results
descriptions) can greatly strengthen the messages for particular audiences. The inclusion of
quotes from respondent narratives, for example, can provide compelling illustrations of the
key points emerging from the quantitative analyses. It is often difficult to question the
validity of a result when it is presented with a direct experience to support it.
5. Designing and implementing the analysis should be carried out with a clear purpose and
audience in mind. For example, the analysis could be designed to inform high-level
stakeholders of the outcome of the MDA, such as population proportions receiving and
taking the anti-filarial drugs. Alternatively, it could be designed to inform health system
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managers on what actions they could take to effectively improve receipt or ingestion among
particular social groups.

The data as representations of direct experience
Personal experience is one of the better predictors of future behavior: Of those surveyed in 2014-15,
99 percent of recipients who had never taken the anti-filarials did not take them in the most recent
MDA whereas only 14 percent of those who had taken then in the past did not take them in the current
MDA. In other words, those who had not taken in the past were seven times more likely not to take
in the future. When we interpreted this further, it became an important question for the drug
distributors to ask when they entered a household, “Have you ever taken the LF pills before?” If the
respondent answered “no,” then the drug distributor knew s/he had to work harder to convince this
person to take the pills in the current round.
Experience is thus an important base for understanding what is happening from the perspective of
those being asked to ingest the anti-filarials, and hence forms the basis of the narrative data collection:
What actually happened for the people involved? What was their experience of the MDA?
Four important outcome variables
At the coarsest level, analysts may simply be interested in identifying patterns of receipt or compliance
of anti-filarials in an MDA. To this end, the data collection instrument provides four important
measures. All relate to the narrated experience and whether the respondent:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Received anti-filarials in the last MDA (Received last);
Had ever received anti-filarials in an MDA (Even received);
Took the anti-filarials in the last MDA (Took last); and
Had ever taken the anti-filarials in an MDA (Ever took).

Univariate (binomial or bernoulli) modelling of these variables will provide simple and easy-tounderstand indicators of outcomes (e.g., proportion receiving or complying). Slightly more
complicated descriptions of these outcomes can be achieved through bivariate tests (e.g., crosstabulation with poisson exponential models, log-linear models, or chi-square). These models might
tell us whether women were more likely to receive or comply than men, or whether younger people
were more likely to have ever received the anti-filarials than older people.
The analyst may seek to explain receipt or compliance in such a way as to inform action. We have
successfully employed traditional and Bayesian logistic regression models as well as Bayesian network
models to assist with understanding factors associated with receipt or compliance. Using logistic
regression, we have sought to identify how the odds of receipt or compliance change across
explanatory groups or factors, with these analyses informing options for action. For example,
respondents from a recent survey who believed taking the anti-filarials was good for their health were
11 times more likely to say they ingeseted the drugs compared to those who did not believe the drugs
were good for their health. This result was then used by district health authorities in modifying their
messages for the next round of MDA where they achieved greatly improved compliance.
When applying Bayesian network (BN) modelling, we have used tree augmented naïve Bayes (TAN)
models as well as network models that learn the structure of relationships among variables in addition
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to finding the best (most likely) fit of these models to the data. These models are useful in that they
do not assume direct linear relationships among variables as is the case with logistic regression.
Rather, they find the network structure among variables that is most likely given the data. An example
of a BN model for compliance in the last MDA is shown for illustrative purposes in Figure 2. What this
figures seeks to illustrate is the network-like structure of relationships among variables.

Figure 2. Illustrative Bayesian network (BN) model of compliance in last MDA (Took last MDA?). Circles (nodes) represent
variables and arrows (arcs) represent relationships among variables. Values in the arcs reflect the probability of that link
or relationship. The TABU algorithm that was used starts with a set of random networks (where arcs between nodes are
randomly generated). Let’s say we start with 100 random networks. The TABU algorithm then adds or removes links in
the network and uses a score function (usually based on the likelihood with a penalty imposed for each additional link to
avoid overfitting) to find the most likely structure given the data. The probability of each link is then derived from the
number of the original network set that each link was found to be in. Arrow width is shown proportional to the probability.
Two separate sub-networks are in evidence: one comprising three variables from the T30 triad which whilst highly
correlated were independent of the rest of the network.

Rich array of explanatory variables
The data collection instrument was designed from the perspective that what respondents do is likely
to be associated with several interacting sets of factors that include: personal information specific to
the individuals (e.g., their age or gender); the situations or circumstances in which respondents were
offered or expected to take the anti-filarials (e.g., where and when); the drug distributors and how
they were perceived (e.g., who gave the drugs and how empathetic they were perceived to be); the
drugs themselves (size, taste, how safe they were perceived to be perceived to be); and the general
socio-cultural and political context of the MDA (e.g., media portrayals of the MDA). Whilst not all of
these factors play important roles in all situations or groups, they can be very important, although
their relative importance may change from one location or time to another. Importantly, individuals
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were asked these questions in relation to an experience they had related to the enumerator. The
dataset was designed to provide measures of the following:
1) Socio-demographic attributes of the drug recipient (age, gender, employment type,
education, length of residence in the area, and relative income level);
2) Receipt and compliance narratives (either why they were not given the drugs or, if they were
given, what happened when they were given the drugs);
3) Receipt and compliance states which are the four outcome variables (ever received, received
in last MDA, ever taken, took in last MDA) but also include a) what the respondent did with
the drugs (took all, took all but not at the same time, took some, took none) and b) if they
experienced any side effects;
4) A set of measures about the situation in which the drugs were received or taken (who
influenced the decision, if the respondent influenced others, where they received the drugs,
why they were given the drugs, who gave the drugs, how the distributors were perceived, e.g.,
their degree of empathy);
5) A set of measures of the respondents’ cognitive and emotional experiences (awareness of the
MDA, feelings about the situation, the importance of where and when they were given the
drugs and by whom, where they got information from, how important the risk of LF was to
them, the impact of taking the anti-filarials on their health or their likely reactions on their
choice to consume or reject the drugs, social factors influencing their choice and their
orientations to the drugs themselves); and
6) A set of more general belief and attitudinal measures associated with how often they had
taken anti-filarials in an MDA and if that was usual in their homes, whether they planned to
take the next MDA, and then a series of questions on media and on their knowledge of LF
causes and transmission.
These different sections of the data provide highly customisable sets associated with each of the key
elements of receipt or compliance: the individual; the situation, including who is in the situation and
how the respondent is oriented to the different people, times, or places and the drugs themselves;
the outcome of the situation; the broader context, media, and social environment in which the
respondent lived, as well as his or her knowledge or expectations.
To explore and explain receipt or compliance from these datasets, we have used both logistic
regression and BN models to identify relationships among variables that then inform health delivery
staff on what they could do to achieve better compliance outcomes. For an example of results derived
from the survey using multivariable analysis methods, see Krentel et al., 2016. We have a paper under
development that provides an example using BN approaches, but it is not yet available.
It is also possible to link the survey data to maps to identify patterns in locations where compliance
was highly likely to be less than the target of 65 percent (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Map of Depok village boundaries. Red polygons (villages) are those where the binomial probability of success
(i.e. compliance) was <0.65 (with >90% confidence); green polygon is the village (CURUG) where binomial probability of
success (i.e., compliance) was >0.65 (with >90% confidence); and white polygons are where the binomial test was
inconclusive. Village boundaries are shown with blue lines. Given the cluster sampling design these results are indicative
only and not conclusive.

Mixing qualitative and quantitative results
The narrative responses that will be collected in these surveys are often brief, as seen in the examples
in the previous section. The simplest way of using narratives is to use excerpts from narratives to
illustrate or emphasize particular points in a report or document. In this way, the quotes serve to
reinforce the quantitative results. When done with care, this approach can provide strong support for
specific results.1 For example, 22 percent of respondents who did not take the LF pills reported that
they were afraid of the treatment. The statistic could be illustrated by the following story taken from
a respondent in Indonesia.
“… I didn’t take [the drugs] because I was afraid….I was also told that if sick, you shouldn’t take
it. In my case, I have Hepatitis A, I am afraid that the drugs will interact and make my illness
more severe.”
The narrative questions can also be analysed by themes in a similar manner used in qualitative analysis
of transcripts of focus group discussions or in-depth interviews. A simple Excel file can be used to
capture the themes that arise in the narratives. These themes demonstrate the range of subjects
discussed in the narratives and can provide insight into the key issues people recounted. Through a
process of saturation, the analyst will be able to identify the primary themes that arise in the
1

Use of statistical methods helps analysts avoid making errors of inference in relation to the data being
examined. When analysts extract quotes from survey data because they characterise a particular point, this
can lead to biased interpretation if not supported by robust statistical analyses.
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recounted stories. Another approach is to use word frequencies. This approach requires that the
narratives are pre-processed to correct spelling errors and remove what are called stop words: words
such as “and,” “the,” and “it” that are not informative for many analyses, although there are situations
where they are highly informative – see the many wonderful examples in Pennebaker (2011) .
Statistical tests of word frequencies among groups or factors can be done using correspondence
analysis (CA) which is sometimes described as being similar to the Chi square test but applied to sparse
matrices. See Greenacre (2007) for details of these approaches. Heatmaps provide a simple
presentation of word frequencies for groups in a colour-coded form that highlights use frequencies.
This may be particularly useful to capture the language that people use in their stories. For example,
you may find that “fear”and “afraid” are used more frequently than other words, indicating that the
respondents identify fear of something when recounting their experiences with the last MDA. With
this information, you can go back into the narratives to try and understand if the fear is“fear of getting
LF” or “fear of side effects,” which would represent two different interpretations of “fear” in the
heatmap.
We have also used topic modelling to analyse the narratives. Topic models treat a document as an
unstructured bag of words. Topic models find, for a given number of topics, the word or term
probabilities for each topic and the topic probability or proportion for each document. Topic models
produce two key outputs: firstly a set of topics, with each topic being a distribution over words from
a fixed vocabulary (all the terms in the whole collection of documents); and secondly the proportion
of each document assigned to each topic. We have found topic proportions to be very useful in
improving the predictive or classificatory accuracy of BN models designed to identify factors
associated with receipt or compliance. For more detailed information on topic modelling in general, a
good place to start is the work of David Blei and co-workers, who were some of the first to describe
these models (Blei, 2012; Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004).
There are other ways to analyse the narrative portions of the questionnaire, and it is recommended
that you investigate these using other resources. The narratives provide the richness of this
methodology, giving you access to how people recount their direct experiences.
We have generally found that mixtures of qualitative and quantitative results give the best impact:
Some people relate more easily to qualitative results like narratives, whilst others relate more easily
to quantitative results like statistical results. If both results are used in an integrated manner, the
research team can seamlessly satisfy both orientations.
Designing analyses with a clear audience and purpose in mind
Different people often have different orientations to data, to their analyses, and to what constitutes
reliable and valid evidence. In the data analysis process, different tasks also have varied data and
analytical requirements; describing outcomes may not require the same level or depth of analysis as
analyses designed to identify what to do to change outcomes.
Prior to embarking on any analysis, it is recommended to clearly identify the audience and purpose of
the analysis so that appropriate tools, approaches, data, and results can be developed and
communicated.
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As part of the process, it is often best to support local practitioners to analyse and present the results
of surveys to relevant stakeholders.
What is core? What is customisable?
The data collection instruments were designed to provide great flexibility for analysis and, hence, in
making sense of the data. Analytically, just about everything is customisable. For most of the analyses
we have undertaken, we used both standard frequentist (classical) statistical methods and Bayesian
methods. We encourage users of these guidelines and the associated instruments and approach to
design their analyses to fit the questions they need to answer, their skill levels, and the orientations
of the peopleto whom they need to communicate the results. The results must be reliable and
repeatable; that is, someone else analysing the same data would get the same results and arrive at
the same conclusions. Analysts do need to be careful to check for correlations among variables that
they may bring into an analysis. The nature of the data collection instrument is such that all variables
in a given response are part of an integrated story: the narrative the person told and then the
questions they have answered in relation to that narrative. Many variables are highly correlated and
this high degree of correlation needs to be accounted for in the analysis (e.g., through removing a
variable or the correlated components).
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Section 7: Communicating the results
Section summary
1. In preparing a communication strategy for the results of surveys designed to solve receipt or
compliance problems, it is important to identify who needs to know the results; and
2. Thereafter, identify what type of information in what form will most clearly inform them and
support their taking appropriate action.
Who is the audience?
After you have worked through these guidelines and have an understanding of the kinds of data and
results that you may have from your narrative research, it is important to also think how you will
communicate these results to the stakeholders who will be interested in, or need to take action based
on, your results. It is recommended before beginning this process to outline the people who will need
to know these results and the people who are in a position to enact change based on the results.
Keeping these people informed throughout the process is key so they will feel engaged and updated
on the process.
Within the context of LF elimination and other NTD programmes, there are key people at the national
and district levels who will benefit from the findings of this work. Some of the following people may
be part of that key audience:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NTD programme staff at different government levels (national, provincial, district)
NGO staff who are involved with NTD programme activities
Local government members who are part of the health committee
Donor agency staff supporting the NTD programme
Health promotion department
Teachers (if school distribution is carried out)
Institutions where drug distribution takes place (e.g., factories, police, or military
bases)
Communities where the research occurred (including the relevant community
leaders)
Ethics committees

With the above list in mind, remember that these different audiences will have varied competencies
and knowledge levels with regards to health, LF, and MDA implementation. Think about how you can
make your message as simple as possible as you prepare to present your findings. For example, you
might realise through discussions at stakeholder meetings that the head of local police who has agreed
to promote MDA in police stations may not understand the complex transmission cycle for LF, or what
a p value is. In this case, it would be important to communicate that LF is transmitted by mosquitoes.
It would also be helpful to include information about what time of day is best to deliver the drugs, the
reasons recipients don’t like to take the LF drugs, or the benefits of higher coverage rates for the
health of the police force. A basic introduction to statistics used in the analysis might also be helpful,
such as how the variables listed above relate to the significance of findings as rendered by p values.
Think about your audience and tailor information so your audience can understand the study and its
results and implications for themselves. Resist the researcher’s urge to present all the interesting
findings you have, remembering that not everyone will be interested in every finding!
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Suggestions for presentation methods
When thinking about the research audience, plan the best way to communicate findings. This is not
an exhaustive list and it should be modified to fit local context.
1. Workshops, half or full day: An opportunity to bring together relevant persons to present the
data and to discuss its implications.
2. Policy briefs: Useful to reach higher-level government personnel who need to be informed
about the study content, implications for public health policy, and budgeting.
3. Manuscript in a scientific journal / presentation or poster at a scientific conference: The best
way to share research with others in the research community.
4. Community meeting: Opportunity to meet with key stakeholders and community members to
share the findings with them and hear their opinions and interpretations.
5. Social media: A way to reach a wide audience with a few key details about the research
findings.
6. Mass media: Useful for disseminating findings to a wider audience outside of the scientific
community. Communicates in layman’s terms what findings show. Can provide a platform for
education and explanation.
Suggested resource for more information is the WHO TDR Implementation Research Toolkit (WHO,
2016).
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Section 8: Estimating costs for the survey and process
In preparing for a narrative a survey, it is recommended that users of the guidelines think about the
following line items when working through budgets. This is not an exhaustive list and must be adapted
to the local context where you are working. It is useful to review budgets for similar surveys, as the
costs should be similar for a narrative survey, with this exception that additional time may be required
to train the enumerators to capture the story.
Suggested line items:

• Stakeholders workshop to identify key themes of interest around the topic of interest (in the case
of this research, understanding the factors responsible for promotion / discouraging compliance
with LF drugs distributed during MDA)

• Training for team of enumerators (two days recommended to include time for practice
administering the questionnaire)

• Recruitment of supervisors and enumerators
• Logistics for a sample of 406 questionnaires (including transport costs for enumerators and
supervisors, per diems, reproduction of questionnaires, accommodation costs)

•
•
•
•

Data entry (costs dependent on use of computer, tablets, paper questionnaires)
Statistician
Qualitative researcher
One-day workshop to present and discuss results with stakeholders

Where possible, consider how this survey methodology might be integrated into existing coverage
surveys and other ongoing M&E activities.
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Section 9: Appendices
Appendix 1: Stakeholder workshop agenda

Agenda for Stakeholder workshops:
8:30 am

Registration

9 – 9:15 am

Housekeeping

9:15 – 9:30 am

Icebreaker activities

9:30 – 10:00 am

Review the day’s agenda and agree to the workshop goals and agenda

10 – 10:30 am

Develop stories related to the delivery and receipt of LF drugs during MDA

10:30 – 11 am

Coffee / tea break and during this time, walk around room to look at the
stories the other groups have presented

11am – 12:15pm

Identify key factors associated with delivery and receipt of LF drugs during
MDA and discussion

12:15 – 12:30 pm

Prepare afternoon activity

12:30 – 1:15 pm

Lunch

1:15 – 1:30 pm

Develop role-plays on either taking the LF drugs or participating in the
delivery of MDA

1:30 – 2:30 pm

Role-plays presented to the group

2:30 – 3 pm

Group comments on the role-plays and discuss

3 – 3:20 pm

Coffee / tea break

3:20 – 4 pm

Final discussion and review of activities – have we missed anything?

4 – 4:30 pm

Evaluation of the meeting

4:30 pm

Thanks and close of meeting
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Appendix 2: Recipient survey instrument

Survey instrument begins on the next page.
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Narrative survey for those living in endemic communities
participating in the elimination of lymphatic filariasis - 2016
Identification

CODE

1. ID NO: _________________________________________________________________________________________
2. ID CLUSTER: ___________________________________________________________________________________
3. DATE OF INTERVIEW: ____________________________________________________________________________
4. NAME OF THE INTERVIEWER: _____________________________________________________________________
5. TIMING OF INTERVIEW: START: ___________________ FINISH: _________________________________________
6. LOCATION OF THE INTERVIEW:
SUB DISTRICT : _____________________________________________________________________________
NEIGHBOURHOOD:___________________________________________________________________________
NUMBER HOUSE IN AREA:__________________________________________________________
7. HEALTH CENTER NAME: __________________________________________________________________________
8. RESULT OF INTERVIEW: 1). COMPLETED

2). UNFINISHED: REASON ________________________________

9. INTERVIEWER NOTES:
______________________________________________________________________________________________

INTERVIEWER II

COORDINATOR LAP.

DATA ENTRY I

DATA ENTRY II

NAME
DATE

INFORMED CONSENT (read out loud to respondent)
Good morning / afternoon, my name is _________. I am working with ______. We are doing a survey on health
about lymphatic filariasis [or use local name] in your community. Your opinion is important to improve the health
of the people living in this community.
We will need about 20 minutes of your time to ask you a few questions. You are free to stop the discussion at
any time, and you don’t even need to give me a reason. The information that you give me will be kept confidential.
We will not write down your name or address. During the interview, I will be writing down your responses on this
sheet.
I hope that you will be willing to participate in this survey because your opinion and experience is important.
Do you have any questions?
Do you agree to participate in this survey?
Yes, I agree

Name: ______________________ Signature: _______________

Don’t agree
IF THE RESPONDENT AGREES TO BE INTERVIEWED  PLEASE BEGIN INTERVIEW
IF THE RESPONDENT DOES NOT AGREE TO BE INTERVIEWED  please select another person
randomly in the same household. If there is no one that agrees,
- 41 - please select the next house according to the
sampling frame.
If there are any questions or comments with this research please contact:

ASK EACH OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS TO THE RESPONDENTS.
THE INTERVIEWER DOES NOT READ ALL OF THE ANSWERS TO THE RESPONDENT, UNLESS INDICATED.
CIRCLE THE RESPONDENT’S CHOICE.

NO

Q01

How old are you now?

SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

QUESTION

≤ 25 YEARS .................................................................... 11
26-35 YEARS .................................................................. 12
36-45 YEARS .................................................................. 13
46-55 YEARS .................................................................. 14
56-65 YEARS .................................................................. 15
66-74 YEARS .................................................................. 16
≥ 75 YEARS .................................................................... 17
DON’T KNOW ................................................................. 99

Q02

Q03

Respondent’s gender?

What Is your current employment?

MALE ..............................................................................

1

FEMALE ..........................................................................

2

UNEMPLOYED ............................................................... 11
HOUSEWIFE .................................................................. 12
FARMER/FISHERMAN ................................................... 13
INFORMAL SECTOR ...................................................... 14
PRIVATE SECTOR ......................................................... 15
CIVIL SERVANT ............................................................. 16
ARMY/POLICE................................................................ 17
STUDENT ....................................................................... 18
OTHER ........................................................................... 96

Q04

What was the last level of education that you
obtained?

NO SCHOOL / DID NOT COMPLETE PRIMARY
SCHOOL .........................................................................
COMPLETED PRIMARY SCHOOL ................................
COMPLETED MIDDLE SCHOOL ...................................
COMPLETED SECONDARY SCHOOL ..........................
DIPLOMA (D3)/UNIVERSITY..........................................

Q05

Q06

Q07

How Long have you lived in this area?

What is the average monthly income in your
household?

Have you ever received the LF drug
distributed during MDA?

1
2
3
4
5

LESS THAN 1 YEAR ......................................................

1

1-2 YEARS ......................................................................

2

MORE THAN 2 YEARS ..................................................

3

LESS THAN THE AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME ........
SAME OR MORE THAN THE AVERAGE MONTHLY
INCOME ..........................................................................

1
2

DON’T KNOW .................................................................

3

YES .................................................................................

1

NO ...................................................................................

2
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Q11

NO

Q08

Q09

Did you know that there was a mass
distribution of LF drugs in this area, recently
within the last 6 months?

SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

QUESTION

YES .................................................................................

1

Q09

NO ...................................................................................

2

FINISH

IF YES, can you tell me why you did not receive the LF drug during the last MDA?
ASK “IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE” TANYAKAN "ADA LAGI?" LAKUKAN PROBING SAMPAI DUA KALI.

(AT THE END OF THE STORY, READ THE STORY BACK TO THE RESPONDENT FOR CONFIRMATION)

Q10

In your opinion, why didn’t you receive the LF drugs
this year?
(MORE THAN ONE ANSWER IS POSSIBLE)

Q11

When was the last time you were offered the LF
drug during mass drug administration?

PREGNANT ..............................................................................

A

BREASTFEEDING ....................................................................

B

SICK .........................................................................................

C

PRESENTLY TAKING OTHER MEDICATIONS ........................

D

ELDERLY..................................................................................

E

BUSY ........................................................................................

F

NEW ARRIVAL IN THIS AREA .................................................

G

NO INFORMATION ...................................................................

H

WASN’T HERE WHEN THEY DELIVERED THE DRUGS .........

I

THERE WASN’T ANYONE TO DELIVER THE DRUGS ............

J

ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOUR OF THE DRUG DISTRIBUTOR.

K

DON’T BELIEVE IN A GOVERNMENT PROGRAMME .............

L

DON’T NEED TO (NOT SICK, HEALTHY, NO RISK) ................

M

AFRAID .....................................................................................

N

FORBIDDEN BY MY FAMILY ...................................................

O

DON’T KNOW ...........................................................................

P

OTHER: ....................................................................................

X

IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS .........................................................

1

BETWEEN 6 MONTHS AND 1 YEAR .......................................

2

BETWEEN 1-2 YEARS AGO.....................................................

3

MORE THAN 2 YEARS AGO ....................................................

4

OTHER: ....................................................................................

6
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 FINISH

NO

Q12

SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

QUESTION

The last time that you received the LF drug, can you please tell me about it? What did you do with the LF drug after you received it?

ASK “IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE” TWICE.

(AT THE END OF THE STORY, READ THE STORY BACK TO THE RESPONDENT FOR CONFIRMATION)
QUESTIONS Q14 – Q35 RELATE TO THE STORY TOLD IN Q12

Q14

Q15

In your story, which of the following statements
describes what you did with these drugs:

TOOK THEM ALL AT ONCE .....................................................

1

TOOK THEM ALL, BUT NOT AT ONCE ....................................

2

(READ ALL POSSIBLE ANSWERS)

ONLY TOOK SOME OF THEM .................................................

3

DID NOT TAKE THEM AT ALL .................................................

4

Q17

NO SIDE EFFECTS EXPERIENCED ........................................

1

Q18

MILD (DID NOT AFFECT MY DAILY ACTIVITIES) ...................

2

MODERATE (DISRUPTED MY DAILY ACTIVITIES) .................

3

HEAVY (WENT TO THE HEALTH CENTER / HOSPITAL) ........

4

NO FEELING AT ALL / FEEL FINE ...........................................

A

In your story, which of the following statements
describes any side effects you had:
(READ ALL POSSIBLE ANSWERS)

Q16

In your story, what did you feel like after you took
the LF drug?
(MORE THAN ONE ANSWER POSSIBLE)

NAUSEOUS ..............................................................................

B

DIZZY/HEADACHE ...................................................................

C

FEVER ......................................................................................

D

EXPELLED WORMS .................................................................

E

SLEEPY ....................................................................................

F

OTHER: ....................................................................................

X
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 Q18

NO

Q17

If in the story you do not take the LF drugs you
were given, what was the reason?
(MORE THAN ONE ANSWER POSSIBLE)

Q18

Q20

Q21

Q22

PREGNANT ..............................................................................

A

BREASTFEEDING ....................................................................

B

ELDERLY..................................................................................

C

PRESENTLY SICK....................................................................

D

PRESENTLY TAKING OTHER MEDICATIONS ........................

E

NOT AT THE HOUSE ...............................................................

F

NOT ENOUGH INFORMATION ...............................................

G

AFRAID .....................................................................................

H

LAZY/FORGOT .........................................................................

I

FORBIDDEN BY MY FAMILY ...................................................

J

OTHER: ....................................................................................

X

COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER ............................................

1

HEALTH STAFF ........................................................................

2

COMMNUITY LEADER .............................................................

3

SPOUSE/ FAMILY MEMBER / FRIEND / NEIGHBOUR ............

4

MYSELF....................................................................................

5

OTHER .....................................................................................

6

YES...........................................................................................

1

NO ............................................................................................

2

DON”T REMEMBER .................................................................

3

AT HOME..................................................................................

1

AT SCHOOL .............................................................................

2

AT THE VILLAGE OFFICE ........................................................

3

IN THE HEALTH CENTER .............................................................

4

HEALTH POST .........................................................................

5

OTHER .....................................................................................

6

DON’T REMEMBER / DON’T KNOW ........................................

9

Did you know the reason why you received the LF
drugs?

YES .................................................................................

1

NO ...................................................................................

2

Who gave you the LF Drug in your story?

COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER ..................................

A

FAMILY MEMBER ..........................................................

B

HEALTH STAFF ..............................................................

C

COMMUNITY LEADER ...................................................

D

NEIGHBOUR / FRIEND ..................................................

E

OTHER ...........................................................................

X

DON’T KNOW / DON’T REMEMBER .............................

Z

SOMEONE I KNOW ..................................................................

A

In your story, who had the biggest influence on
your decision to take or not to take the LF drugs?
(READ ALL POSSIBLE ANSWERS)

Q19

SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

QUESTION

In your story, did you influence other people to take
or not to take the LF drug?

Where were you when you received the LF drug?

(MORE THAN ONE ANSWER POSSIBLE)

Q23
Describe the person who gave you the LF drugs?
(READ ALL OF THE ANSWERS / MORE THAN
ONE ANSWER POSSIBLE)

SOMEONE I TRUST .................................................................

B

SOMEONE I RESPECT ............................................................

C

NONE OF THE ABOVE.............................................................

X
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NO

Q24

Describe the attitude of the person who gave you the LF Drugs:

1

2

3

4

DOESN’T CARE AT ALL

Q25

Before the drug distribution took place, were you:

Aware there was an ongoing MDA ............................................
Not aware there was an ongoing MDA ......................................

2

AFRAID

3

4

5

NORMAL

Looking at these three themes, please rate the importance of
these three factors in your decision to take or not to take the
LF drugs as described in your story?
(1=MOST IMPORTANT, 2=IMPORTANT, 3=LEAST IMPORTANT

HAPPY

STAGE

ORDER OF
IMPORTANCE

a. Time of the drug distribution
b. Place where drugs were
distributed
c. Who gave the drugs

Q29

Looking at these three themes, please rate the importance of
these three factors in your decision to take or not to take the
LF drugs as described in your story?
(1=MOST IMPORTANT, 2=IMPORTANT, 3=LEAST IMPORTANT)

STAGE

ORDER OF
IMPORTANCE

a. Risk of getting LF
b. Improving health
c. Posibility of side effects

Q30

Looking at these three themes, please rate the importance of
these three factors in your decision to take or not to take the
LF drugs as described in your story?
(1=MOST IMPORTANT, 2=IMPORTANT, 3=LEAST IMPORTANT

STAGE

ORDER OF
IMPORTANCE

a. Common good
b. Becase everyone is doing it
c. Because I was forced / order to

Q31

Looking at these three themes, which of these three factors
was most important in your decision to take or not to take
the LF drugs as described in your story?

STAGE

IMPORTANCE

a. Number of pills
b. Taste of the drugs

(ONLY ONE ANSWER POSSIBLE)
c. Packaging

Q32

In your story, how important is your role in making the LF elimination program successful??

1

1
2

Which of the following best describes how you felt when you received the LF drugs in your story:

1

Q27

5
VERY CARING / CONCERNED

(READ ALL OF THE ANSWERS )

Q26

SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

QUESTION

2

3

4

NOT IMPORTANT

5
IMPORTANT
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NO

Q33

Which of the following statements is true about
your community:
(READ ALL POSSIBLE RESPONSES / ONLY
ONE ANSWER IS POSSIBLE)

Q34

Everyone took the LF drugs.......................................................

1

Many people took the LF drugs .................................................

2

Some people took the LF drugs .................................................

3

No one took the LF drugs ..........................................................

4

Don’t know ................................................................................

9

In your story, in your opinion, the LF drugs are::

1

2

3

4

NOT IMPORTANT
FOR MY HEALTH

Q35

SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

QUESTION

5
VERY IMPORTANT
FOR MY HEALTH

In your story, what is your opinion about the LF drug?

1

2

3

4

VERY DANGEROUS

5
VERY SAFE

The following questions (No. 36 until the end) are NOT related to your story.
Q36

Q37

How many times have you taken the LF drugs?

Why have you never taken the LF drugs?

NEVER TAKEN THEM ........................................................

1

1-2 TIMES .......................................................................

2

Q38

3-4 TIMES .......................................................................

3

Q38

5 TIMES OR MORE ........................................................

4

Q38

PREGNANT ..............................................................................
BREASTFEEDING ....................................................................

(MORE THAN ONE ANSWER IS POSSIBLE)

SICK .........................................................................................

A
B

PRESENTLY TAKING OTHER MEDICATIONS ........................ C
ELDERLY.................................................................................. D
BUSY ........................................................................................

E

NEW ARRIVAL IN THIS AREA .................................................

F

NO INFORMATION ...................................................................

G

WASN’T HERE WHEN THEY DELIVERED THE DRUGS .........
THERE WASN’T ANYONE TO DELIVER THE DRUGS ............
ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOUR OF THE DRUG DISTRIBUTOR.
DON’T BELIEVE IN A GOVERNMENT PROGRAMME .............
DON’T NEED TO (NOT SICK, HEALTHY, NO RISK) ................

H
I
J
K

AFRAID .....................................................................................

L

FORBIDDEN BY MY FAMILY ...................................................

M

DON’T KNOW ...........................................................................

N

OTHER:
..................................................................................................

O

........................................................................................
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X

NO

Q38

Q39

Do you know if anyone else in your household has
ever taken the LF drugs?

2

DON’T WANT TO TAKE IT

From whom did you receive information about the
mass drug administration for filariasis?
(MORE THAN ONE ANSWER POSSIBLE)

Q41

From what media did you receive information about
MDA or LF?
(READ ALL RESPONSES / MORE THAN ONE
ANSWER IS POSSIBLE)

Q42

Q47

1

NO ...................................................................................

2

DON’T KNOW .................................................................

3

3

4

DOUBTFUL

5
YES, WILL TAKE IT

FAMILY, FRIEND, NEIGHBOUR ....................................

A

HEALTH STAFF ..............................................................

B

COMMUNITY LEADER ...................................................

C

COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER ..................................

D

DIDN’T KNOW THERE WAS MDA .................................

E

OTHER ...........................................................................

X

BILLBOARD ..............................................................................

A

BANNER ...................................................................................

B

BROCHURES ...........................................................................

C

RUNNING TEXT ON THE MAIN ROAD ....................................

D

RADIO SHOW ...........................................................................

E

TELEVISION SHOW .................................................................

F

NEWSPAPER ...........................................................................

G

NONE OF THE ABOVE.............................................................

X

GOOD AND INFORMATIVE......................................................

A

MAKES ME CONFUSED ..........................................................

B

CONVINCING AND REASSURING ...........................................

C

MAKES ME AFRAID .................................................................

D

NO STORIES ............................................................................

X

Have you ever seen a public service
announcement about LF on the television?

NEVER......................................................................................

1

HAVE SEEN BEFORE ..............................................................

2

In your opinion, what is the primary cause of LF?

WORMS .................................................................................... 11

What is your opinion about the media related to the
MDA for LF?
(READ ALL RESPONSES / MORE THAN ONE
ANSWER IS POSSIBLE)

Q43

YES .................................................................................

If you receive the LF drugs next year, will you take it?

1

Q40

SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

QUESTION

MOSQUITOES .......................................................................... 12
MUD .......................................................................................... 13
HEREDITARY ........................................................................... 14
CURESE ................................................................................... 15
I DON’T KNOW ......................................................................... 16
OTHER ..................................................................................... 96

Q48

In your opinion, how is LF transmitted?

WORMS .................................................................................... 11
MOSQUITOES .......................................................................... 12
MUD .......................................................................................... 13
HEREDITARY ........................................................................... 14
CURESE ................................................................................... 15
I DON’T KNOW ......................................................................... 16
OTHER ..................................................................................... 96
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NO

Q49

Q50

Can LF be prevented?

Is there anyone in your family or a neighbor who
has LF?

SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

QUESTION

YES...........................................................................................

1

NO ............................................................................................

2

DON’T KNOW ...........................................................................

3

YES...........................................................................................

1

NO ............................................................................................

2
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In this section, we will ask about whether all members of your household have taken the LF drugs.
Sex

Age

Has every member of your household taken the LF drugs?
Reasons for not taking them
Not eligible

No.

initial

M/F

Yr

Yes

No

U = <2 yrs/ low
nutrition
H = pregnant
T = >75 yrs
S = very sick /
hypersensitivity

Eligible but didn’t take LF drugs
Reason for not taking the LF
drugs?
M = Refused
D = Didn’t hear about MDA
W = Not at home
TDO =Didn’t get the pills

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Thank you for your participation in this survey.
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Absent
/ No
data

Appendix 3: Delivery survey instrument

Survey instrument begins on the next page.
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Narrative survey for those DELIVERING the MDA in the elimination
of lymphatic filariasis - 2016
Identification

CODE

1. ID NO: _________________________________________________________________________________________
2. ID CLUSTER: ___________________________________________________________________________________
3. DATE OF INTERVIEW: ____________________________________________________________________________
4. NAME OF THE INTERVIEWER: _____________________________________________________________________
5. TIMING OF INTERVIEW: START: ___________________ FINISH: _________________________________________
6. LOCATION OF THE INTERVIEW:
SUB DISTRICT : _____________________________________________________________________________
VILLAGE: ___________________________________________________________________________________

7. HEALTH CENTER NAME: __________________________________________________________________________
8. RESULT OF INTERVIEW: 1). COMPLETED

2). UNFINISHED: REASON ________________________________

9. INTERVIEWER NOTES:
______________________________________________________________________________________________

INTERVIEWER II

COORDINATOR LAP.

DATA ENTRY I

DATA ENTRY II

NAME
DATE

INFORMED CONSENT (read out loud to respondent)
Good morning / afternoon, my name is _________. I am working with ______. We are doing a survey on health
about lymphatic filariasis [or use local name] in your community. Your opinion is important to improve the health
of the people living in this community.
We will need about 20 minutes of your time to ask you a few questions. You are free to stop the discussion at
any time, and you don’t even need to give me a reason. The information that you give me will be kept confidential.
We will not write your name or address. During the interview, I will be writing down your responses on this sheet.
I hope that you will be willing to participate in this survey because your opinion and experience is important.
Do you have any questions?
Do you agree to pariticipate in this survey?
Yes, I agree

Name: ______________________ Signature: _______________

Don’t agree
IF THE RESPONDENT AGREES TO BE INTERVIEWED  PLEASE BEGIN INTERVIEW
IF THE RESPONDENT DOES NOT AGREE TO BE INTERVIEWED  please select another person
according to the sampling frame.
- 52 If there are any questions or comments with this research please contact:

ASK EACH OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS TO THE RESPONDENTS.
THE INTERVIEWER DOES NOT READ ALL OF THE ANSWERS TO THE RESPONDENT, UNLESS INDICATED.
CIRCLE THE RESPONDENT’S CHOICE.

NO

Q13

SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

QUESTION

≤ 25 YEARS .................................................................... 11

How old are you now?

26-35 YEARS .................................................................. 12
36-45 YEARS .................................................................. 13
46-55 YEARS .................................................................. 14
56-65 YEARS .................................................................. 15
66-74 YEARS .................................................................. 16
≥ 75 YEARS .................................................................... 17
DON’T KNOW ................................................................. 99
Q14

Q15

Respondent’s gender?

What was the last level of education that you
obtained?

MALE ..............................................................................

1

FEMALE ..........................................................................

2

NO SCHOOL / DID NOT COMPLETE PRIMARY
SCHOOL .........................................................................

1

COMPLETED PRIMARY SCHOOL ................................
COMPLETED MIDDLE SCHOOL ...................................
COMPLETED SECONDARY SCHOOL ..........................
DIPLOMA (D3)/UNIVERSITY..........................................
Q16

How long have you lived in this area?

2
3
4
5

LESS THAN 1 YEAR ......................................................

1

1-2 YEARS ......................................................................

2

MORE THAN 2 YEARS

3

MY WHOLE LIFE ............................................................

4

PROGRAMME PARTICIPATION

Q17

Q18

Q19

How many times have you participated in the MDA
in this area?

When was the last time you participated in the MDA
in this area?

At this moment, what is your role?
(READ ALL POSSIBLE ANSWERS)

ONE TIME .......................................................................

1

1-2 TIMES .......................................................................

2

MORE THAN 3 TIMES ....................................................

3

IN THE LAST 4 MONTHS ........................................................

1

BETWEEN 4 MONTHS AND 1 YEAR .......................................

2

BETWEEN 1-2 YEARS AGO.....................................................

3

MORE THAN 2 YEARS AGO ....................................................

4

COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER ............................................

1

COMMUNITY LEADER .............................................................

2

HEALTH STAFF ........................................................................

3

OTHER .....................................................................................

4
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NO

Q20

SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

QUESTION
What were your tasks in the last MDA you were
involved in?

CENSUS ...................................................................................

(MORE THAN ONE ANSWER POSSIBLE)

A

DRUG DISTRIBUTION..............................................................

B

REPORTING ACTIVITIES .........................................................

C

GIVE TRAINING TO THOSE INVOLVED WITH MDA ...............

D

GIVE AWARENESS TO THE COMMUNITY .............................

E

SUPERVISION..........................................................................

F

RECORDING THE STORY

Q21

Tell me about your most memorable experience when you gave the LF drugs out or when you were raising awareness about MDA.

Ask “is there anything else?” two times.
At the end of the story, read what is written down back to the respondent for their confirmation and validation.

QUESTIONS RELATING TO THE STORY

Q22

What happened in your story?
(READ ALL POSSIBLE ANSWERS)
(MORE THAN ONE ANSWER POSSIBLE)

Q23

Q24

In your opinion, do people in your story know that
there is a drug distribution for LF going on at that
time?

Where did your story or the event take place?

PEOPLE ACCEPTED THE LF DRUGS .....................................

A

PEOPLE TOOK THE LF DRUGS IN FRONT OF ME ................

B

PEOPLE TOOK THE LF DRUGS HOME ..................................

C

PEOPLE REFUSED TO ACCEPT THE LF DRUGS ..................

D

I DID SWEEPING IN THE COMMUNITY (FOR DRUG TAKING
AND/OR SIDE EFFECTS MONITORING) .................................

E

I GAVE INFORMATION AND AWARENESS.............................

F

THE COMMUNITY LEADER TOOK THE LF DRUG IN FRONT
OF THE COMMUNITY .............................................................

G

YES, EVERYONE IN THE STORY............................................

1

YES, SOME PEOPLE IN THE STORY ......................................

2

NO ONE ....................................................................................

3

DON’T KNOW ...........................................................................

4

AT MY HOUSE .........................................................................

1

IN A HOUSE IN THE COMMUNITY ..........................................

2

IN SCHOOL ..............................................................................

3

IN THE VILLAGE OFFICE ..............................................................

4

HEALTH CARE CENTER/POST ...............................................

5

DISTRICT HEALTH OFFICE .....................................................

6

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTION........................................................

7

OTHER: ...................................................................................

9
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NO

Q25

In your story, which of the following statements is
true?

(MORE THAN ONE ANSWER POSSIBLE)

Q27

In your story, who had the most influence on the
community members to take or not to take the LF
drugs?

2

DON’T WANT TO COOPERATE

2

NOT IMPORTANT

HEALTH STAFF ..............................................................

2

COMMUNITY / RELIGIOUS LEADER ............................

3

FRIEND, NEIGHBOUR, OR FAMILY ..............................

4

NO ONE INFLUENCED ..................................................

5

I WAS THE BIGGEST INFLUENCE ................................

6

OTHER ...........................................................................

7

3

4

5
WANT TO COOPERATE

3

4

5
VERY IMPORTANT

3

4

NEUTRAL

5
VERY IMPORTANT

In your opinion, is your level of knowledge enough for you to carry out your tasks and responsibilities in your story:

1

2

VERY LITTLE

3

4

NEUTRAL

5
ENOUGH FOR MYSELF

In your story, from a scale of 1 – 5, how confident are you in convincing the community to take the LF drugs?

1
NO SELF CONFIDENCE

2

4
1

NEUTRAL

2

3

COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER ..................................

In your story, how important is your role to the success of the MDA program for LF drugs:

1

Q31

I carried out my MDA activities together with community
leaders ............................................................................

NEUTRAL

VERY POOR

Q30

2

In your opinion, is the amount of information you have about the MDA enough to carry out your activities in your story:

1

Q29

1

I carried out my MDA activities together with health staff

How was the attitude of the community in your story:

1

Q28

I carried out my MDA activities alone ..............................
I carried out my MDA activities together with community
health workers .................................................................

(READ ALL POSSIBLE ANSWERS)

Q26

SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

QUESTION

3

4

NEUTRAL
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5
SELF CONFIDENT

NO

Q32

SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

QUESTION
Looking at these three themes, please rate the importance of
these three factors in the distribution of the LF drugs
described in your story.
(1=MOST IMPORTANT, 2=IMPORTANT, 3=LEAST IMPORTANT

STAGE

ORDER OF
IMPORTANCE

Time of the drug distribution
Place where drugs were distributed
Who gave the drugs

Q33

Looking at these three themes, please rate the importance of
these three factors in the socialization described in your
story.
(1=MOST IMPORTANT, 2=IMPORTANT, 3=LEAST IMPORTANT)

STAGE

ORDER OF
IMPORTANCE

Heard information from health
workers
News from newspaper/TV/radio
/social media
Heard information from people who
are known (friend, neighbor, family)

Q34

Looking at these three themes, please rate the importance of
these three health factors in your story.
(1=MOST IMPORTANT, 2=IMPORTANT, 3=LEAST IMPORTANT)

STAGE

ORDER OF
IMPORTANCE

Risk of getting LF
Improving health
Posibility of side effects

Q35

Looking at these three themes, please rate the importance of
these three factors in your story.
(1=MOST IMPORTANT, 2=IMPORTANT, 3=LEAST IMPORTANT

STAGE

ORDER OF
IMPORTANCE

Common good
Becase everyone is doing it
Because I was forced / order to

Q36

STAGE

Looking at these three themes, which factor was most
important to people receiving the LF drugs in your
community?

IMPORTANCE

Number of pills
Taste of the drugs

(ONLY ONE ANSWER POSSIBLE)
Packaging

GENERAL PROGRAMMATIC QUESTIONS
(THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE NOT RELATED TO YOUR STORY)
Q37

What is your opinion about the training / refreshing
you received before the MDA?
(READ ALL POSSIBLE RESPONSES)

Q38

Very informative ........................................................................

1

Informative ................................................................................

2

Less than informative ................................................................

3

There weren’t any sessions .......................................................

4

What is your opinion about the burden of the activities that you have to do to participate in the MDA for LF?

1
NOT HEAVY

2

3

4

NEUTRAL

5
VERY HEAVY
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SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

NO

QUESTION

Q39

Do you do any of the following activities together at
the same time as the MDA activities?

EDUCATION / DRUG DISTRIBUTION FOR INTESTINAL
WORMS ....................................................................................
MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH ............................................

(READ ALL POSSIBLE RESPONSES)
(MORE THAN ONE ANSWER IS POSSIBLE)

Q40

Q41

Were you informed about how many people
received or drank the LF drugs in your area during
the last MDA?

2

E

NO OTHER ACTIVITIES DONE AT THE SAME TIME .............

F

YES...........................................................................................

1

NO ............................................................................................

2

4

SOME PEOPLE

2

3

NO ONE

EVERYONE

4

5

SOME PEOPLE

EVERYONE

In your opinion, the LF drugs are::

1

2

3

NOT IMPORTANT
FOR MY HEALTH

4

5
VERY IMPORTANT
FOR MY HEALTH

NEUTRAL

What is your opinion about the LF drug?

1

2

3

4

VERY DANGEROUS

Q45

5

In your opinion, how many people drank / swallowed the LF drug in your area?

1

Q44

D

AWARENESS ABOUT HANDWASHING ..................................

3

NO ONE

Q43

BEDNET DISTRIBUTION ..........................................................

B
C

In your opinion, how many people received the LF drug in your area?

1

Q42

DIAGNOSIS AND CARE FOR MALARIA ..................................

A

What is your opinion about the media related to the
MDA for LF?
(READ ALL RESPONSES / MORE THAN ONE
ANSWER IS POSSIBLE)

5
VERY SAFE

GOOD AND INFORMATIVE......................................................

A

MAKES ME CONFUSED ..........................................................

B

CONVINCING AND REASSURING ...........................................

C

MAKES ME AFRAID .................................................................

D

NO STORIES ............................................................................

X
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NO

Q46

In your opinion, what is the most important
message about LF drugs to communicate to the
community?

LF is a disease transmitted by mosquitoes .....................

1

Taking the LF drugs will prevent disease and promote
your health ......................................................................

2

(READ ALL RESPONSES)

Everyone in our community is taking it ............................

3

You might have side effects after taking these LF drugs .

4

None of the above ...........................................................

5

Other ...............................................................................

6

(ONLY ONE ANSWER IS POSSIBLE)

Q47

SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

QUESTION

WORMS .................................................................................... 11

In your opinion, how is LF transmitted?

MOSQUITOES .......................................................................... 12
MUD .......................................................................................... 13
HEREDITARY ........................................................................... 14
CURESE ................................................................................... 15
I DON’T KNOW ......................................................................... 16
OTHER ..................................................................................... 96

Q48

Can LF be prevented?

YES...........................................................................................

1

NO ............................................................................................

2

DON’T KNOW ...........................................................................

3

OPERATIONAL KNOWLEDGE REGARDING MDA

Q49

In your opinion, what is the correct way to take the
LF drugs?
(READ ALL RESPONSES)
(ONLY ONE ANSWER IS POSSIBLE)

Q50

Who is not eligible to take the LF drugs?

TAKE THEM ALL AT ONCE ......................................................

1

TAKE THEM ALL, BUT NOT AT ONCE ....................................

2

TAKE SOME OF THEM ............................................................

3

ALL ARE TRUE .........................................................................

4

I DON’T KNOW .........................................................................

5

OTHER .....................................................................................

9

PREGNANT WOMEN ...............................................................

A

BREASTFEEDING WOMEN .....................................................

B

(READ ALL RESPONSES)

CHILDREN UNDER 2 YEARS ..................................................

C

(MORE THAN ONE ANSWER IS POSSIBLE)

MALNOURISHED CHILDREN ..................................................

D

PEOPLE OVER 75 YEARS .......................................................

E

PEOPLE TAKING ROUTINE MEDICATIONS ...........................

F

PEOPLE WHO ARE VERY ILL .................................................

G

PEOPLE WHO HAVE HYPERTENSION OR DIABETES ..........

H

PERSONAL HISTORY OF COMPLIANCE

Q51

Q52

Have you ever taken the LF drug?

YES...........................................................................................

1

NO ............................................................................................

2

I DON’T REMEMBER ................................................................

3

 Q42

Q42

Did you take the LF drugs in the last MDA that
occurred in this area?
YES...........................................................................................

1

NO ............................................................................................

2

I DON’T REMEMBER ................................................................

3

Q41

Q42
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NO

Q53

Q54

Why didn’t you take the LF drugs in the last MDA?

PREGNANT ..............................................................................

1

BREASTFEEDING ....................................................................

2

WAS TAKING OTHER MEDICATIONS .....................................

3

ALREADY OLD .........................................................................

4

DON’T NEED TO (HEALTHY, NO RISK FOR LF) ....................

5

NO REASON.............................................................................

6

OTHER .....................................................................................

9

If you distribute the LF drugs next year, do you plan to take it?

1

2

DON’T WANT TO TAKE IT

Q55

SKIP

ANSWER AND CODE

QUESTION

3

4

DOUBTFUL

Is there anyone in your family or a neighbor who
has LF?

5
YES, WILL TAKE IT

YES...........................................................................................

1

NO ............................................................................................

2

Thank you for your participation in this survey.
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